A Prolog technology theorem prover (PTTP) is an extension of Prolog that is complete for the full rst-order predicate calculus. It di ers from Prolog in its use of uni cation with the occurs check for soundness, depth-rst iterative-deepening search instead of unbounded depth-rst search to make the search strategy complete, and the model elimination reduction rule that is added to Prolog inferences to make the inference system complete. This paper describes a new Prolog-based implementation of PTTP. It uses three compile-time transformations to translate formulas into Prolog clauses that directly execute, with the support of a few run-time predicates, the model elimination procedure with depth-rst iterative-deepening search and uni cation with the occurs check. Its high performance exceeds that of Prolog-based PTTP interpreters, and it is more concise and readable than the earlier Lisp-based compiler, which makes it superior for expository purposes. Examples of inputs and outputs of the compile-time transformations provide an easy and quite precise way to explain how PTTP works. This Prolog-based version makes it easier to incorporate PTTP theorem-proving ideas into Prolog programs. Some suggestions are made on extensions to Prolog that could be used to improve PTTP's performance.
Introduction
to Prolog clauses that are compiled by the Prolog compiler and will then directly execute the PTTP inference and search procedure.
The new implementation has several advantages. First, its performance is high (superior to that of PTTP interpreters), although still not equal to that of the Lisp-based compiler implementation. (Missing features of Prolog such as global variables and greater access to information on the stack contribute to this ine ciency. We make some suggestions in Section 5 on extensions that would permit performance improvement. Of course, the highest possible PTTP performance, which requires the largest investment in implementation work, entails developing Warren abstract machine extensions speci c to the needs of PTTP, as is being done in the parallel implementations cited above.)
Second, the Prolog-based PTTP should generally produce much shorter object code than our Lisp-based compiler and compilation speed should also be improved. The Prolog clauses produced by the PTTP compiler typically will be compiled by the Prolog compiler to a concise abstract-machine target language. Our Lisp-based PTTP compiled its input to Lisp code that was then compiled to machine code rather than a Prolog abstract-machine language, so object code could be quite large and compilation time long.
The code for the Prolog-based version is also shorter and more perspicuous than that for the Lisp-based version. Modi ability is enhanced. Elements of PTTP, like logical variables and backtracking, that are basic features of Prolog had to be explicitly handled in the Lisp version of the PTTP compiler. In e ect, we had to write a PTTP-to-Prolog compiler and a Prolog-to-Lisp compiler for the Lisp version; for this Prolog-based version, only the former is necessary.
The Prolog-based version is also more readily usable by those who would like to incorporate PTTP reasoning for some tasks into larger logic programs written in Prolog. Since the output of this PTTP-to-Prolog compiler is pure Prolog code, it is easy to achieve parallel execution of PTTP inference by simply executing the code on any parallel implementation of standard, sequential Prolog.
Finally, we feel that this version of \PTTP in Prolog" has pedagogical value. This description, and the code for the PTTP-to-Prolog compiler, explain clearly and precisely the principles of a Prolog technology theorem prover. Example inputs and outputs of the transformations used by PTTP clearly describe PTTP's operation. We illustrate by example PTTP's recipe for transforming rst-order predicate calculus formulas to Prolog clauses that, when executed, perform the complete model elimination theorem-proving procedure on the formulas. The fundamental problems with Prolog for theorem proving|unsound uni cation without the occurs check, incomplete unbounded depth-rst search, and an inference system that is complete only for Horn clauses|are all overcome in this approach.
First, rst-order predicate calculus formulas 2 are translated to Prolog clauses and their contrapositives. (We will not describe this process, since it is not speci c to PTTP, but see Appendix A, pp. 31 ., for the code.)
The recipe then speci es application of A compile-time transformation for sound uni cation that linearizes clause heads and moves uni cation operations that require the occurs check into the body of the clause where they are performed by a new predicate that performs sound uni cation with the occurs check.
A compile-time transformation for complete depth-bounded search that adds extra arguments for the input and output depth bounds to each predicate and adds depthbound test and decrement operations to the clause bodies.
A compile-time transformation for complete model elimination inference that adds an extra argument for the list of ancestor goals to each predicate and adds ancestor-list update operations to the clause bodies; additional clauses are added to perform the 2 The exact input format allowed is a conjunction of assertions that are in negation normal form (nested conjunctions and disjunctions of literals) and a conclusion that is a conjunction of literals. The assertions are implicitly univerally quanti ed and the conclusion is implicitly existentially quanti ed; it is assumed that all quanti ers have been removed previously by skolemization. It would be easy to extend the input format to connectives other than AND and OR and to do the skolemization. model elimination pruning and reduction operations.
The recipe also requires run-time support in the form of The unify predicate that uni es its arguments soundly with the occurs check.
The search predicate that controls iterative-deepening search's sequence of bounded depth-rst searches.
The identical member and unifiable member predicates that determine if a literal is identical to or uni able with members of the ancestor list.
An additional, optional compile-time transformation with run-time support permits an abbreviated form of the proof to be printed after it is found. (We will not describe this transformation, since it is not part of PTTP's inference or search procedure, but see Appendix A, pp. 30 ., for the code.)
Sound Uni cation
The rst obstacle to general-purpose theorem proving that must be overcome is Prolog's use of uni cation without the occurs check. For reasons of e ciency, many implementations of Prolog do not check whether a variable is being bound to a term that contains that same variable. This can result in unsound or even nonterminating uni cation. The following Prolog programs \prove" that there is a number that is less than itself and that in a group a z = z for some z. 3 The invalid results rely upon the creation of circular bindings for variables during uni cation. If the values are uni ed later, uni cation may not terminate unless a uni cation algorithm for in nite terms is used 4, 5].
Although applying the occurs check in logic programming can be quite costly, it is less likely to be too expensive in theorem proving, since the huge terms sometimes generated in logic programming are less likely to appear in theorem proving.
It was not always apparent that the problem of uni cation without the occurs check could be remedied without changing Prolog's underlying architecture (e.g., altering or extending the Prolog-machine instruction set).
Although it is easy to write a Prolog predicate unify that performs sound uni cation with the occurs check 12, 15] (see Appendix A, pp. 23 .), the trick is to invoke this unication algorithm instead of Prolog's whenever necessary during the uni cation of a goal and the head of a clause.
It has often been noted that one case in which the occurs check is certain to be unnecessary is in the uni cation of a pair of terms with no variables in common (as is the case of Prolog goals and clause heads) provided at least one of the terms has no repeated variables (terms without repeated variables are called linear).
Based on the existence of a Prolog predicate unify that performs sound uni cation with the occurs check and the observation that the occurs check is unnecessary if the clause head is linear, there is an elegant method of transforming clauses to isolate parts that may require uni cation with the occurs check 12, 13]. Repeated occurrences of variables are replaced by new variables to make the clause head linear. Unifying the clause head with a goal can then proceed without the occurs check and will not create any circular bindings. The new variables in the transformed clause head are then uni ed with the original variables by sound uni cation with the occurs check in the transformed clause body.
In the examples above, the clauses
are replaced by the clauses
in which the occurs check needs to be performed only during the calls to unify in the body. The code for this transformation is shown in Appendix A, p. 22. This transformation makes it easy to incorporate sound uni cation into Prolog systems that lack it. A new predicate unify that performs sound uni cation must be added, but no changes to the Prolog-machine instruction set are necessary. The predicate unify can be written in Prolog, although writing it in a lower-level language may yield a large improvement in performance.
For those Prolog systems that support uni cation of in nite terms, it is su cient to add to the body of a clause acyclicity tests for repeated variables in the head of the clause.
Complete Search Strategy
Even for Horn clauses, Prolog is unsatisfactory as a theorem prover because many theoremproving problems cannot be solved using Prolog's unbounded depth-rst search strategy.
A simple solution to this problem is to replace Prolog's unbounded depth-rst search strategy with bounded depth-rst search. Backtracking when reaching the depth bound would cause the entire search space, up to a speci ed depth, to be searched completely. A complete search strategy could perform a sequence of bounded depth-rst searches: rst one tries to nd a proof with depth 1, then depth 2, and so on, until a proof is found. This is called depth-rst iterative-deepening search 6]. The e ect is similar to breadth-rst search except that results from earlier levels are recomputed rather than stored. The lower storage requirements and greater e ciency of the stack-based representation for derived clauses used in depth-rst search compensate for the recomputation cost.
Because the size of the search space grows exponentially as the depth bound is increased, the number of recomputed results is not excessive. In particular, depth-rst iterative-deepening search performs only about b b?1 times as many operations as breadth-rst search, where b is the branching factor 18] (for b = 1, when there is no branching, breadth-rst search is O(n) and depth-rst iterative-deepening search is O(n 2 ), where n is the depth).
Korf 6] has shown that depth-rst iterative-deepening search is asymptotically optimal among brute-force search strategies in terms of solution length, space, and time: it always nds a shortest solution; the amount of space required is proportional to the depth; and, although the amount of time required is exponential, this is the case for all brute-force search strategies; in general, it is still only a constant factor more expensive than breadthrst search. Consider the following fragment of a set of axioms of group theory:
Use of these clauses can be controlled during depth-rst iterative-deepening search by adding extra arguments for the depth bound before and after the literal is proved. The depth bound is reduced by one at each inference step and the computation is allowed to proceed only if the depth bound remains nonnegative. The transformed clauses are:
p(e,X,X,DepthIn,DepthOut) :-DepthIn >= 1, DepthOut is DepthIn -1.
Counting inferences at the time they are performed as above is comparatively ine cient. The depth bound is often reached with many goals still pending; the search should have been stopped earlier. Reducing the depth bound when subgoals are added to the set of pending goals by an inference operation instead of when they are removed results in much better performance through earlier cuto s and lower overhead. In this method, the transformed clauses are:
p(e,X,X,Depth,Depth). p(U,Z,W,DepthIn,DepthOut) :-
Technically, this employs the iterative-deepening A* algorithm 7], not simply depth-rst iterative-deepening search, because the depth bound is reduced by the albeit trivial admissable estimator that estimates n inference steps will be required to prove the n subgoals in the body of a clause. Better, but still admissable, estimators are possible 17] but may require a test of whether a potentially complementary ancestor exists, which is costly in this implementation (see Sections 4 and 5.4).
The code for this transformation is shown in Appendix A, pp. 24 .
A \driver" predicate search can be written easily (see Appendix A, pp. 26 .) to try to prove its goal argument with progressively greater depth bounds within speci ed limits. The execution of search(Goal,Max,Min,Inc) attempts to solve Goal by a sequence of bounded depth-rst searches that allow at least Min and at most Max subgoals, incrementing by Inc between searches. The last one, two, or three arguments of search can be omitted with default values of in nity, zero, and one. Max can be speci ed to bound the total search e ort. It can also be reduced by specifying Min when it is known that no solution can be found with fewer than Min subgoals. When the branching factor is small and there are few new inferences for each additional level of search, total search e ort may be reduced by skipping some levels by specifying an Inc value greater than one.
The search predicate succeeds for each solution it discovers. Backtracking into search continues the search for additional solutions. When only a single solution (proof) is needed, the search call can be followed by a cut operation to terminate further attempts to nd a solution.
Complete Inference System
Prolog's inference system is often described in terms of the reduction of the initial list of literals in the query to the empty list by a sequence of Prolog inference steps. Each step matches the leftmost literal in the list with the head of a clause, eliminates the leftmost literal, and adds the body of the clause to the beginning of the list. If the list of literals is :-q1,...,qn then the lists :-q2,...,qn :-p1,...,pm,q2,...,qn can be derived by resolution with the clauses q1 and q1 :-p1,...,pm.
Prolog's incompleteness for non-Horn clauses can be demonstrated by its failure to prove Q from P _ Q and :P _ Q. All the contrapositive clauses of P _ Q and :P _ Q 4 q :-not_p. p :-not_q. q :-p. not_p :-not_q.
are insu cient to reduce :-q to the empty list of literals. Prolog employs the input restriction of resolution; derived clauses are allowed to be resolved only with input clauses. Although input resolution is complete for Horn clauses, it is incomplete in general. However, the linear restriction of resolution, in which derived clauses can be resolved with their own ancestor clauses or with input clauses, is complete in general.
The model elimination (ME) procedure 9, 10] can be viewed as very convenient and e cient way to implement linear resolution. It is a complete inference system for non-Horn as well as Horn sets of clauses. 5 The model elimination procedure does not eliminate the leftmost literal in the resulting list of literals as Prolog does, but instead retains it as a framed literal:
The complement of literal p is not p. Rather than use a negation operator, we use pairs of predicate names p and not p, q and not q, etc.
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The SL resolution procedure 8] is similar; the principal di erence is its need for an additional factoring operation. Prolog's inference system is often referred to as SLD resolution (SL resolution for de nite, i.e.,
Horn, clauses).
The literal q1 is framed (and shown as q1] to signify its framed status); the literals p1,...,pm are unframed; the literals q2,...,qn are framed or unframed as they were in :-q1,...,qn. Leftmost framed literals are removed immediately.
The ME reduction inference rule uses framed literals to eliminate complementary literals:
: The ME reduction rule employs reasoning by contradiction. If, as in the above proof, in trying to prove Q, we discover that Q is true if P is true and also that P is true if :Q is true, then Q must be true. The rationale is that Q is either true or false; if we assume that Q is false, then P must be true, and hence Q must also be true, which is a contradiction; therefore, the hypothesis that Q is false must be wrong and Q must be true.
The list of framed literals to the right of a literal is just the list of that goal's ancestors. The list of ancestor literals can be passed in an extra argument position; the current goal can be added to the front of the list and the new list passed to subgoals in nonunit clause bodies.
The clauses
can be transformed to p(e,X,X,Ancestors).
The code for this transformation is shown in Appendix A, pp. 28 . An extra clause that performs the ME reduction operation is included in each transformed procedure:
This clause succeeds each time the literal p(X,Y,Z) can be made complementary to an ancestor literal. The unifiable member predicate is a membership-testing predicate that uses sound uni cation with the occurs check.
In addition, an extra clause at the beginning of each procedure that eliminates some cases of looping has been found to be a cost-e ective addition. The model elimination procedure remains complete with this search-space pruning by identical ancestor operation.
The identical member predicate tests whether a literal is identical (by using the == predicate) to a literal in the list.
Another presentation of the model elimination procedure and its implementation in the manner of Prolog can be found in Maier and Warren 11].
Evaluation
The cost of PTTP compared to Prolog in terms of size of the input can be determined by A Prolog clause is required for each literal (all contrapositives are required).
Two clauses are added to each procedure: one for the model elimination reduction operation and one for the identical-ancestor pruning operation.
An extra unify literal is added to the body of a clause for each repeated occurrence of a variable in the head of the clause. Two extra arguments are added to each literal for the input and output depth bounds.
One (or more|our implementation uses two) extra argument is added to each literal for the list of ancestor goals.
Additional arguments and literals may optionally be added (in our implementation, two extra arguments for each literal and one extra literal in the body of each clause) to compute the information needed to print the proof after it is found.
Appendix B contains an example of the input and output of the PTTP-to-Prolog compiler; Appendix C gives a proof of the example problem. Table 1 gives results for the examples that appear in Chang and Lee 3], pp. 298{305, for both the Lisp implementation 17] and this Prolog implementation of PTTP running on a Symbolics 3600 with IFU. The Prolog implementation performs one thousand to three thousand model elimination inferences per second. This is a high inference rate for a theorem prover, although it is low for Prolog. The Lisp implementation of PTTP is somewhat more e cient.
We examine here some sources of ine ciency in this Prolog implementation of PTTP. Because many of these are inherent limitations of Prolog, this discussion can be taken as identifying some problems with Prolog that inhibit the development of the highest possible performance PTTP in Prolog and arguing for particular extensions to Prolog. Similar extensions exist in some Prolog implementations. In particular, there have been many proposed schemes for destructive assignment operations on data structures or global variables, though none has become standard or widely available.
Merging Clauses
Merging clauses that have the same heads and initial goals in the body would improve e ciency. For example, the following two clauses from procedure p shown in Appendix B p(X,PosAnc,NegAnc,DepthIn,DepthOut) :-% clause from wff 3 DepthIn >= 1, D1 is DepthIn -1, % test and decr. depth bound NewPosAnc = p(X) | PosAnc], % save head goal as ancestor not_d(g(X),X,NewPosAnc,NegAnc,D1,DepthOut). % solve the subgoal p(X,PosAnc,NegAnc,DepthIn,DepthOut) :-% clause from wff 4 DepthIn >= 1, D1 is DepthIn -1, % test and decr. depth bound NewPosAnc = p(X) | PosAnc], % save head goal as ancestor not_l (1,g(X) ,NewPosAnc,NegAnc,D1,DepthOut). % solve the subgoal can be merged into the single clause p(X,PosAnc,NegAnc,DepthIn,DepthOut) :-% clause from wffs 3 and 4 DepthIn >= 1, D1 is DepthIn -1, % test and decr. depth bound NewPosAnc = p(X) | PosAnc], % save head goal as ancestor (not_d(g(X),X,NewPosAnc,NegAnc,D1,DepthOut);% solve subgoal from wff 3 not_l (1,g(X) ,NewPosAnc,NegAnc,D1,DepthOut)).% solve subgoal from wff 4 More and stronger merges are possible if reordering clauses and literals is allowed.
Ine ciency of Sound Uni cation
The sound uni cation procedure with the occurs check is written in Prolog. For Prolog implementations that allow predicates programmed in lower-level languages, it should be possible to substantially speed up the uni cation done by unify calls introduced by the sound-uni cation transformation and unifiable member calls introduced by the completesearch transformation. Ideally, Prolog systems should provide an e cient unify predicate (or an e cient acyclicity test if they support uni cation of in nite terms).
The principal reason for the Lisp implementation of PTTP performing fewer inferences than the Prolog implementation is that the Lisp implementation performs a cut operation if the head of a unit clause subsumes rather than merely uni es with the goal. For example, no alternatives need be tried, and a cut operation can be performed if the goal p(e,a,a) is solved by the unit clause p(e,X,X), since the goal has been solved without instantiation. But if the goal p(e,Y,a) is solved with this clause, alternatives that do not match Y and a must still be considered. A cut operation can likewise be performed in the ME reduction operation if a goal is identical to the complement of an ancestor goal, not merely uni able with it.
Determining whether to cut is done at very little cost in the Lisp implementation of PTTP by checking whether the uni cation operation added any entries to the trail. 6 It would be desirable if this could be done equally cheaply in Prolog. Uni cation with the clause head would be constrained so that the substitution would instantiate only the head if possible, and the user would be able to determine if subsumption occurred. This eliminates the need to perform both uni cation and subsumption tests.
Ine ciency of Complete Search
We see the possibility of only relatively small improvements of the basic method of incorporating iterative-deepening search. The extra operations appear to be quite e cient. The test and decrement operations surely need to be performed regardless of implementation alternatives (although perhaps they could be performed more e ciently with unboxed numbers if iterative-deepening search were built in). A possible saving is the elimination of the extra arguments by storing the depth bound in a global variable. However, even this saving would probably be modest, given the e ciency of passing a small number of extra arguments in Prolog.
However, there is an occasionally useful optimization of the iterative-deepening search strategy that is expensive to implement in Prolog. Suppose that, in an exhaustive depthbounded search, every time a goal fails due to the depth-bound test, the number of subgoals in the clause exceeds the depth bound by more than one. Then incrementing the depth bound by only one for the next search will surely lead to failure again. To ensure the possibility of nding a new proof in the next search, the depth bound should be increased by the minimum amount by which the number of subgoals exceeds the depth bound. Adding the extra in-line code or procedure for this in Prolog would probably be ine ective. The only way of saving this minimum in Prolog is with database assertions, which makes accessing and especially updating the minimum quite expensive. The extra time required would be noticeable; only rarely would search levels be skipped in compensation.
Another example of ine ciency is the extremely high cost of adding inference counting so that the number of inferences can be reported at the end of each bounded depth-rst search and when a proof is found. Because inferences on success and failure branches must both be counted, the count can be saved only with database assertions. Assignable global variables would be much more e cient for keeping track of the inference count and the minimum amount by which the number of subgoals exceeds the depth bound.
Ine ciency of Complete Inference
The retention and access of ancestor goals in lists is quite ine cient. This ine ciency is di cult to remedy in Prolog.
There are two major problems. The rst is that in the transformed clause the goal that matches p(U,Z,W) is reconstructed and added to the front of Ancestors to form NewAncestors. This is quite wasteful since the goal (or rather its arguments) is already stored in its choice point on the stack. Making the ancestor goal directly available to the user as a term could eliminate the need for reconstructing it to add it to the ancestor list. The second problem is the retention of the goals in an unindexed linear list. Even indexing on just the sign and predicate symbol, as in the Lisp implementation of PTTP, appreciably reduces the number of attempted matches in the model elimination reduction and pruning operations.
Although looking up a goal in a linear list is expensive, using a more complex data structure may be even more costly because clause heads are added to the ancestor list frequently (whenever solving the body of nonunit clauses) and their addition must be temporary (the head of a clause must be in the ancestor list only for the duration of the solution of the body).
A separate linear list could be used for each signed predicate, but this could result in a very large number (twice the number of predicates in the problem) of extra arguments to each predicate. 7 Separate lists are used in the Lisp implementation of PTTP, but instead of being passed as extra arguments, they are maintained in global variables that can be dynamically rebound.
Adding global variables that can be dynamically rebound like the special variables of Lisp would likewise provide an e cient mechanism for Prolog to access this information without the cost of passing the information through extra argument positions. Global variables, if they can be dynamically rebound, can be very useful even without destructive assignment operations. They could be a \conservative extension" of Prolog that promotes e ciency without adding side-e ects that would damage or conceal the logical, nonprocedural interpretation of logic programs. 8 With an imagined Lisp-inspired syntax for such an operation, the clause 7 Actually, our implementation uses two extra arguments for ancestors|one for positive-literal ancestors and one for negative-literal ancestors|instead of the single list described here. Anything that can be done with nonassignable, dynamically rebindable global variables can be done in standard Prolog with some loss of e ciency, convenience, and clarity of programs by adding extra arguments to predicates (e.g., one for each global variable). 
Proof Printing
Finally, a defect of this implementation of PTTP is the lack of ability to print in full the proof that it nds. Prolog, though it can be viewed as doing Horn clause theorem proving, provides no proof printing capability (sometimes it might helpful if it did), but a real theorem prover should. An optional compile-time transformation with run-time support permits the printing of some information about the proof, namely the list of indices of the input formulas used at each step in the proof. This is enough to make manual veri cation of the proof feasible though laborious. Information about which literal of the formula was resolved on and the variable bindings is unavailable. See Appendix C for sample output of the Lisp and Prolog versions of PTTP. The full proof is displayed by the Lisp version and a partial description of it is printed by the Prolog version. Printing the full proof as the Lisp version does would require further development of the compile-time transformation and more run time to keep track of the additional information needed. Run-time overhead can be minimized by keeping track of the minimum amount of information required to fully describe the proof and computing the print representation of the proof from the minimal description of the proof and the uncompiled input formulas.
Greater access to Prolog internals could permit the proof to be extracted at the conclusion with little impact on run time. That is how it is done in the Lisp implementation: information needed to print the proof is found by using Symbolics Lisp debugger functions to examine the stack at the completion of the proof.
Conclusion
We have described and demonstrated by example the extension of Prolog to full rst-order predicate calculus theorem proving, with sound uni cation, a complete search strategy, and a complete inference system, by means of three simple compiler transformations. The result is an implementation of a Prolog technology theorem prover (PTTP) in which transformed Prolog clauses perform PTTP-style theorem proving at a rate of thousands of inferences per second. We have also suggested some extensions to Prolog that would enable higher performance.
Writing the transformations in Prolog and transforming rst-order predicate calculus formulas to Prolog clauses minimizes the e ort necessary to implement a PTTP, makes PTTP-style theorem proving readily available in Prolog, and makes it easy to explain how PTTP theorem proving works. 
A PTTP Compiler
Following is the Prolog code for the PTTP-to-Prolog compiler. Sample input and output of the compiler are shown in Appendix B.
%%% Sound unification. %%% %%%`add_sound_unification' transforms a clause so that its %%% head has no repeated variables. Unifying a goal with %%% the clause head can then be done soundly without the occurs %%% check. The rest of the unification can then be done in %%% the body of the transformed clause, using the sound`unify' %%% predicate. %%% Depth-first iterative-deepening search can be %%% specified for a goal by wrapping it in a call %%% on the search predicate: %%% search(Goal,Max,Min,Inc) %%% Max is the maximum depth to search (defaults to a big number), %%% Min is the minimum depth to search (defaults to 0), %%% Inc is the amount to increment the bound each time (defaults to 1). %%% %%% Depth-first iterative deepening search can be %%% specified inside the PTTP formula by compiling %%% query :-search(p (b,a, query :-% unbounded search of query query(1000000).
%%% Utility functions.
%%% Sometimes the`functor' predicate doesn't work as expected and %%% a more comprehensive predicate is needed. The`myfunctor' %%% predicate overcomes the problem of functor(X,13,0) causing %%% an error in Symbolics Prolog. You may need to use it if %%%`functor' in your Prolog system fails to construct or decompose %%% terms that are numbers or constants. fail.
:-print_proof.
B PTTP Compiler Sample Input and Output
The following is an example of the input and output of the PTTP-to-Prolog compiler operating on a problem that requires the PTTP transformations for sound uni cation, complete search, and complete inference. The transformation to add information to enable proof printing was not used for this output. This is Example 8 from Chang and Lee 3], pp. 298-305, for which statistics are presented in Table 1 . See Appendix C for a description of the problem and its proof. Note that w 6 duplicates the query; it is included to allow for the discovery of inde nite answers 17].
C PTTP Sample Proof
Following is a sample model elimination proof found by PTTP. Because the Prolog version of PTTP is incapable of fully printing proofs, this proof was produced by the Lisp version of PTTP. This is Example 8 from Chang and Lee 3], pp. 298-305, for which statistics are presented in Table 1 . The PTTP compiler output for this example is shown in Appendix B.
The special literal query is used to specify the initial goal in the proof attempt. The literal search((p(X) , d(X,a))) attempts to solve the goals p(X) and d(X,a) by using depth-rst iterative-deepening search; the conjoined cut operation ! discontinues the seach after the rst solution is found.
A clause-by-clause description of the input is as follows: (1) a is greater than 1; (2) x divides x; (3) if x is not prime, then it has a divisor g(x) that is (4) greater than 1 and (5) less than x; (6) the negation of the theorem, necessary when seeking inde nite answers; (7) if x divides y, and y divides z, then x divides z; (8) the induction hypothesis that for all x between 1 and a there is a prime f(x) that (9) divides x; (10) the theorem that a has a prime divisor.
